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Preventive Maintenance Kits - We understand what parts you will need, and when, to keep your 
packaging lines running as efficiently as possible. By purchasing preventive maintenance kits direct from 
R.A Jones and working with our trained technical staff, you will benefit from discounted pricing, reduction 
in stocking level on wear parts, and guaranteed warranty periods on all parts. Select from a variety of 
premade kit options or request a custom kit for your special operational needs. 

Certified Training - We offer comprehensive training programs tailored to your operational needs as well 
as to the skill level of your employees. Whether you have a well-seasoned maintenance team or looking to 
bring new hires up to speed, we have the right training model for you. Utilizing on-site instruction by factor 
certified trainers, on-line tutorials, or a combination of both, our training programs provide clear, easy to 
follow guidance on how to properly maintain your packaging equipment.

Machine Audits - A good maintenance program should include regular machine audits. Our audit service 
involves one of our highly trained service technicians coming to your facility and conducting a thorough 
inspection of your equipment. Upon inspection completion, you will receive an easy to read, comprehensive 
report detailing the current state of your machine along with any recommended actions necessary to keep 
your machine in the best possible operating condition.

Field Service - Sometimes your maintenance program requires expert help. Whether you’re looking for 
reactive or preventative maintenance, machine audits, updates and modifications, or complete rebuilds, we 
have a highly skilled and trained technician right for the job. We understand the importance of getting your 
problems solved quickly, which is why R.A JONES strives to have a technician at your facility within 24 hours 
in the USA and 48 hours anywhere else in the world.


